
THE ART OF LIVING
MARIANKA SWAIN SHARES HER CAPITAL CULTURAL HIGHLIGHTS

The best horror films have a simple premise,
based on a primal fear. The rules of A Quiet
Place are simple but nerve-shreddingly effective:
the rampaging aliens that have taken over Earth
can only hunt you if they can hear you. Silence
equals survival.

It’s rooted, too, in a compelling family drama. Co-
writer – with Bryan Woods and Scott Beck – and
director John Krasinski stars with real-life spouse
Emily Blunt as the parents of two (remaining)
children, one of whom is deaf. Adding to the

jeopardy: Blunt’s character is heavily pregnant.

It’s a superb rejoinder to noisy blockbusters,
demanding breathless audience attention
(popcorn-chompers begone) and building tension
from the smallest details, like the discovery of a
noisy toy or an overlooked exposed nail on a step.

Krasinski, Blunt and young deaf actress Millicent
Simmonds all turn in wrenching performances,
ensuring that the emotional strands are as potent
as the thrilling action.

EXHIBITION SHAPE OF LIGHT FILM A QUIET PLACE
Expressionism and Otto Steinert’s ‘luminograms’.

The exhibition also dedicates rooms to Op Art
and Kinetic Art, along with photography of the
period, and revisits MoMA’s landmark 1960 show
The Sense of Abstraction – including a Man Ray
series not displayed since.

Until October 14
Tate Modern, Bankside SE1
Adults £18, under-12s free

www.tate.org.uk

Tate Modern houses the first major exhibition
to explore the relationship between two defining
moments in modern visual culture: the birth of
abstract art, and the invention of photography.

Shape of Light spans a century, from the early
experiments of the 1910s to the digital revolution
of the present day, and its 300-plus featured
exhibits illustrate the influence of radical innovation
in the two intertwined forms.

Key works are juxtaposed, such as George
Braque’s Cubist paintings and Pierre Dubreil’s
photography, or Jackson Pollock’s Abstract
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Originally a student play, Baz Luhrmann’s beloved
film – a satire of 1980s Australian competitive
ballroom – returns to the stage in Drew McOnie’s
feel-good production.

Will Young’s genial MC guides the story and
croons the jukebox soundtrack. Generally
successful, but some music cues are too heavy-
handed; one invades an otherwise electric piece
of audience participation.

Young’s role does allow the cast to communicate
primarily through movement, and it’s a pleasure
to watch the burgeoning partnership between
Scott Hastings (Jonny Labey) – the almost-champ
who yearns to create his own steps – and ugly
duckling Fran (Zizi Strallen), who proves to be his
creative equal.

There’s memorable support from Anna Francolini’s
(stage) mum, Gary Watson’s perma-tanned
veteran, the multitasking Michelle Bishop, and
Gerard Horan’s Trump-esque villain – the latter
emphasising the show’s more universal theme
of fighting an authoritarian establishment for
freedom of expression.

Catherine Martin provides eye-watering ballroom
attire, but the standout sequence is Fernando Mira
leading the ensemble in authentic paso doble:
passion trumping spectacle.

Until October 20
Piccadilly Theatre, Piccadilly SW1Y

Tickets from £15
www.strictlyballroomthemusical.com

THEATRE STRICTLY BALLROOM

Following the surprise success of The Song
of Achilles, Madeleine Miller retells another
classical tale in Circe (hardback £16.99, Kindle
£9.59). This refreshing feminist slant on Homer
gives Circe – the immortal nymph who turned
men into swine, but was bested by Odysseus –
a compelling voice. In so doing, it asks searingly
contemporary questions about the abuse of
power, while maintaining the allure
of ancient magic.

How are you livening up your commute?
Let us know via Twitter @Move_To
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‘LDN5_051’, Antony Cairns, 2017 ‘Swinging’, Wassily Kandinsky, 1925

‘Number 23’, Jackson Pollock, 1948
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